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Jamco America highlights suite of class
dividers

Jamco Corporation is a supplier of Airbus and Boeing aircraft interior products in high-quality
lavatories, galleys and passenger seats to airlines worldwide.

Jamco America is highlighting its full suite of certified class dividers. The products aim to create
distinct cabin areas while saving space.

Available in many models to fit different airline needs, the class dividers are highly integrable and
include standard dividers, joggle dividers, attendant partitions provisioned for attendant panels and
attendant seats, and the Jamco America hanging soft divider.

The company aims to bring benefits to both its airline customers and passengers with each type of
divider offering different features.

“Joggled options allow for more foot space while hanging dividers are ideal for airlines who do not
want to put in a full height divider in order to save space,” a recent release said. “In certain cases,
hanging dividers can save enough space to add in an extra row of seats. Hanging dividers also
provide an opening at the bottom for under-space storage, such that passengers sitting behind the
class divider do not have to put all their belongings into overhead storage. All of these dividers have
been designed to be lightweight with sustainability in mind which provides both fuel savings and
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allows airlines to retain the majority of their stowage bin capacity. In addition, these products can be
installed during regular maintenance checks of the aircraft to avoid additional downtime for the
airline.”

Jamco America provides a “one-stop shop” experience for class dividers. This includes full production,
testing, and integration of the dividers. The products can be branded to airline requirements for
colors, logos, and flight attendant viewing windows.

“The combination of turnkey design, manufacturing and certification services with the highest quality
industry-leading products that can be delivered with a very competitive lead time provides a powerful
vehicle for airlines to successfully retrofit their aircraft to meet their specific business model,” the
release said. “From widebody aircraft, single to three-class cabin reconfigurations to narrow body
domestic first class and economy retrofits, Jamco America can support any airline’s interior needs.”

Jamco Corporation supplies aircraft interior products for Airbus and Boeing aircraft, including products
for lavatories, galleys and passenger seats. Jamco is the sole supplier of 787 lavatory, galley, bar,
cockpit door and bulkhead, as well as the A350XWB ICE Rear galley supplier.


